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Overview of Some Algorithms of Off-Line Arabic 
Handwriting Segmentation
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Abstract: We present in this paper an overview of realized works in the field of automatic segmentation of off-line Arabic 
handwriting. The Arabic writing is cursive in nature even printed or handwritten. The shapes of characters vary considerably 
according to their positions within the word. The word shapes change depending on whether letters are horizontally or 
vertically ligatured, i.e. superposed letters. This variability makes word decomposition in letters very delicate and not always 
assured, what explains the lack of robust commercialized systems. The objective of this paper is to realize a state of the art of 
the different techniques for off-line Arabic handwriting segmentation proposed in the literature.
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1. Introduction
The segmentation and recognition of cursive writing 
are in some ways relatively easy for human, 
nevertheless they remain very difficult to solve by 
classical algorithmic methods. The Arabic writing, by 
its cursive nature, poses some challenges to 
researchers. The Arabic characters are used to 
transcribe several languages as Arabic, Persian, 
Uygur… covering more than thirty countries and close 
to one billion of people. Works and studies realized till 
our days have covered several aspects of handwriting 
processing. Going from the preprocessing: 
threshonlding and binarization, baseline detection [29, 
37], the segmentation of text blocks in lines [18, 37], 
segmentation of lines in words [18]. The segmentation 
of words in characters didn't yet attain an acceptable 
performance level [2]. Developed techniques for on-
line handwriting [4, 5, 12, 17] are not directly 
applicable to the off-line. Few researchers [1] tried to 
find a correspondence between the two forms of 
handwriting. The off-line handwriting is transformed 
in an on-line handwriting form to benefit from the 
temporal aspect of on-line. This paper is a state of the 
art of the different techniques in off-line Arabic 
handwriting segmentation. For a general state of the 
art, readers can refer to [2, 10, 14, 21]. Because of the 
diversity of Arabic character shapes, several 
researchers already supposed characters as isolated 
[11, 16, 23, 34], others omitted the character 
segmentation and processed words as recognition units 
[3, 9, 15]. 

The remainder of the paper is structured as the 
following. In section 2, we present the morphological 
features of the Arabic writing. In section 3, we 
establish a classification of developed segmentation 

algorithms and a presentation of some examples of 
every class. In section 4, we discuss handled and 
ignored aspects. In section 6, we finish by a general 
conclusion.

2. Features of Arabic writing
Arabic writing is cursive, which transcribes from right 
to left. It involves 28 basic characters in addition of the 
Hamza (ء) which can be considered as an entire 
character or grouped with others to yield to additional 
shapes as shown in Figure 1-a. Each character can have 
up to four different shapes according to its position 
within the word: in the beginning of the word BW 
(only connected by the left), in the middle of the word 
MW (two-sides connected) in ending of the word EW 
(only connected by the right) or isolated IS (two-sides 
unconnected) as shown in Figure 1-b. The letter Ta (ت) 
has two additional shapes Ta-marbouta ( isolated and :ة

Cــ: ending ). Six Arabic basic characters cannot be 
linked by the left. They have only two shapes: isolated 
and linked by the right. An Arabic word containing at 
least one of these last letters will be cut up in several 
parts as shown in Figure 1-c known as pseudo-words, 
sub-words or even Pieces of Arabic Word (PAW). In 
the following sections of the paper we will use one of 
the three appellations indifferently. Several Arabic 
characters have dots, which can be disposed over or 
below the main body of the letters. They are called 
secondary parts or diacritics; the remaining and most 
important part is the primary part. No letter in Arabic 
language has high and low diacritics together. Several 
other characters have a loop, an ascending or a 
descending part according to a middle line, the 
baseline of the writing. It is the line that contains the 
most ligatures between letters. Two, or more, 
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characters can be superposed vertically constituting 
vertical ligatures as shown in Figure 1-d. The most 
vertical ligatures are not obligatory, they appear for the 
aesthetic reasons [13] excepting the Lam-alif ligature 
(G) as it is obligatory. The combination of the letters 
Lam (ل) and Alif (ا) cannot be transcribed as (JــــK) [19]. 
Phonetically, Arabic alphabet involves only consonants 
and long vowels.

The short vowels, representing the different sounds 
associated to letters, are the horizontal or slanted 
strokes, the denture Chedda ( ٌ ) or the Medda (~) that 
confers an extended sound to the ALIF, the only letter 
to which it can be associated. Thus, an Arabic word 
can have several meanings according to the 
arrangement of short vowels as shown in Figure1-e.

3. Off-Line Arabic Handwriting 
Segmentation

The Arabic handwriting is very hard to segment 
because of its cursive nature and the variability of 
letter shapes. The most studied algorithms, as 
presented in the following sections, didn't try to 
segment Arabic words in letters but rather in 
graphemes, which can be one letter, parts of letters or 
more than one letter. These algorithms differ mainly by 
the employed method for detecting the segmentation 
points and the choice of the segmentation unit serving 
as input to the recognition module. This last influenced 
considerably on the segments that researchers tried to 
extract. 

Four methods have been principally used for Arabic 
character segmentation:

1. Curve analysis and feature point detection.

2. Outer contour analysis.
3. The vertical projections and stroke thickness 

calculation.
4. Singularities and regularities.

3.1. Segmentation by Curve Analysis
All developed algorithms adopting this technique 
segment Arabic words in strokes (branches) identified 
on skeletons. They start by identifying feature points 
which can be seen in Figure 2: branching points 
(node), intersection points (node) or curve ending 
points (extreme).

Figure 2. Feature points. a) Intersection point, b) branching point 
and c) curve ending point [6].

3.1.1. Almuallim and Yamaguchi Algorithm

The segmentation algorithm operates on the thinned 
word image. The first stage consists in extracting the 
elementary strokes forming the word and then to 
regroup them in order to form the Character 
Components (CC) [6] that can be letters or parts of 
letters. In the last stage these CCs are grouped in letters 
according to a predefined set of rules.

Three steps are needed:

1. First point identification.
2. Curve final point finding and the extraction of 

strokes.
3. Letter reconstitution.

3.1.1.1. Starting Point Identification

The flow chart of starting point identification is 
shown in Figure 3. The following examples 
describe some results of points identification.

3.1.1.2. Identification of the Final Point of the  
Branch

This algorithm generates strokes (branches) belonging 
to one of classes of the Table1.

Door       ���:
House      ��� :
oil 	
�        :

c. Arabic words with many sub-words.

d. The letters Ain above and the Mim below 
which are superposed.

� �� �� �� ���� �	� �� �� �� ���� �	� �� �� �� ���� �	� �� �� �� ���� �	
a. Different representations of the Hamza.

�
 ���� ��� ���
 ���� ��� ���
 ���� ��� ���
 ���� ��� ��
b. Different shapes of the  letter Kaf.

 :������ to play 	���
� :toys
e. An Arabic word with different short 
vowels.

Figure 1. Arabic writing special features.

a b
c
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Figure 4. Shows an eexample of branch extraction [6].

Figure 3. Starting point extraction. 

Table1. Branch classes [6].
Class 1 •
Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

Class 5

3.1.1.3. Letter Recognition

It is computed in three phases:
Phase 1: Branch Classification
Each branch is classified according to the following 
parameters:   

• Starting and ending points (Xa, Ya), (Xb, Yb).
• Branch length L.
• Branch framing (Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax).
• The connection point to the previous branch (Xcon, 

Ycon) that corresponds to the final point of this last. 

where classes are:

• Class1: Dots (or diacritics). These are branches with 
very small L.  

• Class 2: Hamza. Defined as a small zigzag.  
• Class 3: Branches with loops.  
• Class 4: Branches without loops and ending up by a 

branching or intersection point.  
• Class 5: Branches without loops and ending up by a 

curve ending point.

Phase 2: Once the branch class is known we compute a 
set of features in order to label it. The features to be 
calculated depend on the branch classes. For example 
for the branches of the class 3, we calculate the 
following parameters as shown in Figure 5:

1. The angle α.
2. The angle β.
3. The framing (Xlpmin, Xlpmax, Ylpmin, Ylpmax,), 

the height H and the width W. 
4. Values (p, q, r) used to distinguish the type of the 

loop.

The feature vector (for the class 3) is calculated 
according to the Table 2. The symbol * indicates that
this feature is not considered. For classes 1 and 2, the 
classification is restricted to the class' identification.

Figure 5. Used features to label the branches [6]. 

Table 2. Features, codes and identification vector for class 3
branches.

Traits F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 Code
1 0 1 1 * * 0 1

1 0 * 0 * 0 0 2

1 0 0 * * 1 0 3
1 0 0 1 * 0 0 3
1 1 0 * 0 * 1 4

1 1 * * 0 * 0 5

0 * * * 0 * 0 6

* 1 0 * 1 * * 7

1: Yes, 0: No.
F1: (Ya-Ylpmin) > (Ylpmax-Ya)?
F2: the ending point is a stroke ending?
F3: 0< α ≤ 90?
F4: H ≤ 0,75 W?
F5: (Ya-Yb) ≥ abs (Xa-Xb)?

Find the rightmost point 
(ML) P1

P1: extreme point?

Turn right 

No Yes   

Follow the curve until 
a branching point P2

Follow the curve until 
a feature point P2Found P2?

Start � P2

No 

Yes 

Start � P1

No

Turn right

Start � P3

ML: The search is 
only done in the 
surrounding of the 
median line.

Yes 

Follow the curve 
until a feature 

point P3

Is P1~P2 a short 
horizontal  line ?
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F6: (p < 0,3W) and (q<0,3W) and (r>0,4W)?
F7: -40 < β < 40?

Phase 3: Branch Combination
Each branch is classified as a secondary part SP or as a 
primary part PP according to its code. 0, 11, 13, 14, 15, 
22, 30 designate branches that can be SPs. All others 
are always PPs. Each PS is joined to the closer PP. A 
PP with its PSs, if there were, constitute a CC. Table 3 
illustrates some examples of this procedure. If a branch 
N°11, which can be a PS, is followed by a branch N°1, 
2 or 3 which are always PPs, and the abscise (X) of the 
starting point of the branch N°11 (Xa) is superior to 
the minimal value of the abscise of the branch 1, 2 or 3 
(Xmin) then the two branches are joined forming a CC 
thus [1+11], [2+11] or [3+11]; otherwise the branch 
N°11 forms lonely a CC. It is not always possible to 
determine with accuracy the PP associated to a 
diacritic. In this case authors consider all the 
possibilities that result in several interpretations. 
Combining the different found CCs basing on a set of 
106 rules identifies the letters. Figure 6 gives an 
example. The left part of the rules represents the 
sequence of the CCs found, while the right part the 
letter. Experimentations were carried on a base of 400 
multi-scriptor words and the system gave 81,25% of 
good recognition. According to the authors,  6,75% of 
the bad recognition (substitutions) was due, to errors in 
the segmentation. In 10% of the cases the system 
generates several responses while in 2% well-
segmented characters are unrecognized.

N = 3

[8] [8] [8]
[8] [8] [18] [E]
[8+0+0+0] [8] [8]
...

�
�
�
…

seen
seen
sheen
…

N = 2

[1] [8]
[1] [18] [E]
[1+0] [18] [E]
...

�
�
�
…

sad
sad
dhad
…

N = 1

[22]
[8+0]
[18+0+0][E]
...
[8-0-0]
...

�
�
�
…
�
…

alif
ba
tha
…
ya 
…

- Numbers between brackets indicate stroke codes.  
- +0 and -0 indicate respectively that a diacritic is above or below 

the main stroke.   
- [E] indicates the end of the word and [space] a white space 

between sub-words.
Figure 6. Examples of rules used for letter formation [6].

Table 3. Segmentation results of Miled H. et al. algorithm [26].
No.   

Graphemes
Under-
Segment

Unnecessary 
Segments

Good 
Segment

32328 2.24% 0.35% 97.41%

3.1.2 Zahour Algorithm 

Two stages' algorithm operates on the thinned images 
of sub-words extracted from the line segmentation 
stage. First features extraction and then recognition.

3.1.2.1. Feature Extraction   

It searches to extract geometric shapes (loops and 
branches) existing between feature points (nodes and 
extreme points). Zahour A. et al. (The detailed 
description of the segmentation algorithm is in [35]) 
categorized loops in four shapes:

• Elongated loops of type ( ) in letters ( , ,    

).
• Rounded loops of type ( ) in letters 

( ).  
• Triangular loops of type ( ) in letters 

( ).  

• Complex loops of type ( ). 

The extraction of branches is realized according to the 
following algorithm:  

• Starting point identification: it is the rightmost point 
of the stroke. Two situations are possible as shown 
in Figure 7.

• If DEP is an extreme point: the follow-up is done in 
the direction of the writing (hourly direction) until a 
feature point (PC1) in the skeleton. The obtained 
branch is decomposed by multiple segmentations 
into elementary sub-branches that are memorized in 
the order of their obtaining as shown in Figure 8.

• If PC1 is a node so it is labelled by a numeric 
indices and memorized in a table containing the 
points by which the follow-up should continue.

• If DEP is a normal point: The starting point is 
considered as a fictitious node of two outgoing 
branches. The follow-up is first done in the hourly 
direction, until a feature point (SO1). Next in the 
anti- hourly direction until a feature point (SAO1).

• If the starting point has more than two outgoing 
branches: we proceed in the same way as 
previously. Let SM1 the feature point resulting from 
the follow-up of the third branch. The algorithm for 
detecting the other loop classes is described by the 
Figure 9.

• When the branches issued from a node do not 
terminate by any loop, the information about their 
terminal points is used to determine the curve 
nature.

,

, ,

, , ,
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Figure 7. Starting point, a) Normal and  b) Extreme.

Figure 8. Loops searching, N: S tarting node [35].

Figure 9. Other branch classes searching [35].

• Let m the final point of the branch scanned in the 
hourly sense, and o1 the branch's orientation.

• Let n the final point of the branch scanned in the 
anti-hourly sense, and o2 the branch's orientation.

• The obtained classes C (n, m, o1, o2) are categorized 
according to the nature of points n, m and to types 
of curves o1 and o2.

• Nodes having three outgoing branches are only 
represented by their final points.

Example:

N: Node, E: terminal or Extreme point, NU: Null or 
none curve, PO: Positive curve, NE: Negative curve.

3.1.2.2. Recognition

After this stage a given word will be represented by a 
sequence of branches. Segmentation points correspond 
to feature points (curve ending points (extreme points) 
or nodes) encountered during the run through a branch 
[36]. Figure 10 shows an example of word 
segmentation in elementary strokes.

Figure 10. A squeleton of an Arabic word segmented into strokes 
[35].

A training stage is executed in order to construct a 
database letters' models. This operation takes place in
two steps:  

1. Characters are written carefully and without any 
distortion.  

2. Each character is presented to the primitive 
extraction module to build letter description models. 
Other rules were manually added to take into 
account the possible distortions.

In the recognition phase every pseudo-word is 
presented to the feature extraction module. If the 
starting point is a node, all issued branches are 
extracted and thus the obtained configuration is 
compared to characters' models in the training base. If 
only one character is a candidate, the process continues 
normally. If there is a blockage, the transformation 
rules are applied and the new description is analyzed, 
and so on. In the case where several characters are 
candidates they are all tested one by one and for every 
character the transformed description is used. The 
process continues with the best candidate. Whether the 
starting point is an extremity (ending point), the 
obtained branch is segmented in the points where the 
curve changes the direction. Each sub-branch is 
analyzed as previously described. The sub-word to 
recognize is rejected if no character is identified.

The system has been tested on a page of 16 lines 
(550 characters) mono-writer. The good recognition 
rate is about 87% [36]. Rejections are caused by the 
non-foreseen descriptions in the model base and to the 
inadequacy of the transformation rules to handle some 
complex situations.

3.2 Segmentation by Contour Analysis
Algorithms of this class extract word contours by 
contour following procedure. The most representative 
algorithms are:

NoYes 
SO1 = N

SAO1 = N

SO1 = SAO1

SM1 = SAO1

SM1 = EXT

SM1 = SO1

No
Yes 

NoYes 

NoYes 

NoYes  

NoYes 

(a) (b) 

No loops

SO1 = SAO1

No Yes

Word end

SO1 = N

No Yes

Corresponds to C (N, E, NU, NE)

Corresponds to C (N, E, NU, PO)
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3.2.1. Miled Algorithm

The developed algorithm is composed of three steps. In 
the first, comes the extraction of the high outer contour 
of the word (high profile) as shown in Figure11. The 
noise present in the image can lead to incorrect profiles 
that are why authors operate some changes on the 
signal of the origin profile to eliminate the small 
variations of the tracing and producing a signal of 
ordered transitions states. In the second step, the local
minima of the high profile are identified in the 
direction changing points of the signal. These minima 
are called Primary Segmentation Points (PSPs). 
Finally, the PSPs are filtered. Retained PSPs constitute 
the Decisive Segmentation Points (DSPs). Three 
criteria are established in order to filter the PSPs: 

1. If a loop is detected below the PSP, it is eliminated.
2. The thickness of the tracing at a PSP must be 

inferior to a fixed threshold (half of the thickness 
average of the tracing).

3. If several DSPs are identified in the same 
segmentation area, the nearest to the baseline is 
retained.

Once all the DSPs are identified, the word is then 
segmented. The algorithm has been tested on a base of 
6000 words from 20 different writers. Results are 
shown in table 3.

Arabic writers tend to superpose letters above one 
another. To remedy this problem, Miled H. et al.
proposed creating a fictitious local minimum in the 
overlapping zone as shown in Figure 12.

(a) Before processing.

(b) Accurate signal.

Figure 11. Extraction of the accurate signal [26].

(a) Bad segmentation.

(b) Detection of overlapping.

(c) Correction.
Figure 12. Processing of overlapping [26].

The presented segmentation algorithm [26, 24] is 
not complete enough, it didn't take, for example, in 
consideration the case of the letter (KEF) that can 
mislead to an incomplete or erroneous high contours. 
See example below. (see the example below) 

The letter MIM is hidden by the letter KEF and then 
the high profile of the word will be incomplete.
Authors didn't mention how the overlapping zone is 
detected. 

Every grapheme issued from the segmentation 
phase is represented by a vector of 19 features. The 
first nine values are: loops, openings, ascenders, 
descenders (down strokes), height and width of the 
bounding box, position according to the baseline… and 
the last tenth represents the first ten Fourier descriptors 
[24]. Three levels of Markovian modeling are used 
(characters, pseudo-words and words). Characters are 
represented by left-right Hidden Markov Models of 
three states. Transitions between states correspond to 
the set of graphemes generated during the character 
segmentation. Two probabilities are estimated P1 and
P2 where P1 is the probability that the character is 
segmented in only one grapheme and P2 is the 
probability that the character is segmented into two 
graphemes. The pseudo-word modeling introduces two 
new parameters between models of characters: the 
probability of transition between pseudo-words and the 
probability of transition inter-pseudo words. The 
model of each word is the concatenation of the 
corresponding pseudo-word models. The classification 
is done by maximum likelihood. The test has been 
executed on a base of 5900 multi-writers words. 
Results reach the 92.2% to the fifth proposition.

3.2.2. Cheriet Algorithm 

In this algorithm, the word is first decomposed in two 
parts: main body of letters and secondary parts (the 
diacritics) by contour following. The primary part 
undergoes a horizontal decomposition distinguishing 
two areas: median and overflowing zones as shown in 
Figure 13.

1-a) Original image. 1-b) Exterior contours.

2-a) Median zone                  2-b) Overlapping zones
Figure 13. 1) Exterior contour extraction, 2) Decomposition 
in median and overflowing zones [15].

The overflowing zones contain ascenders and 
descenders, while the median zone contains valleys. 
Valleys are the horizontal segments connecting 
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adjacent peaks. According to Cheriet M. et al. [15], the 
number of valleys reflects the number of characters in 
the pseudo-word, and so they contain segmentation 
points. Each word is then represented by a sequence of 
visual indices as shown in Figure 14. 

Figure 14. A city-name at the right and its representation by visual 
indices at the left [15].

The word description is:
Ud/Ud/L/V/L/Ud/V/As/#/Ds/Ud/#L/Ds/V/Bd/#/Ta/As/#/
Ds/Ud/V/Ud/V/Ud/V/L� Begin

where:
Ud: Up diacritic.
Bd: Bottom diacritic bas.
As: Ascender, Ds: Descender.
V: V alley.
L: Loop.
Ta: Tank (convexity).
#: blank.
Al: ALIF.

This description is read from right to left. A hidden 
Markov model right-left is used to modelize words to 
recognize. Model parameters are estimated by Baum-
Welsh algorithm. This system has been tested in two 
types of experimentations. In the first category, authors 
wanted to demonstrate the importance and the 
influence of used visual indices. At each time, only one 
visual indices is eliminated from the words' description 
and then presented to the recognition module. The 
obtained results show the importance of the diacritics 
and valleys against the other indices. Nevertheless, the 
use of all visual indices together gave the best results 
approaching 88,3% for the first 10 choices on a base of 
3540 words, knowing that the training was carried out 
on 7080 words. Authors didn't take account of certain 
important features, to our opinion, of Arabic writing, 
especially the curvatures (opening and closing or 
turning points) present in five Arabic letters: ��� ��

���  which are handled as convexities (Tanks).

3.2.3. Sari  Algorithm 

The algorithm developed by Sari T. et al., possesses 
Arabic words in 8 steps:

1. Smoothing of word images to eliminate the spurious 
pixels on the contour.  

2. Detection of word baseline.  
3. Decomposition of the word in primary and 

secondary parts by contour following and extracting 
pseudo-words.

5. Decomposition of the picture in zones median and 
zones high and low according to the baseline.  

6. All the remaining processing will operate separately 
on each pseudo-words.

7. Locating Local Minima (LM) on the outer contour 
in the median zone.  

8. Sari T. et al. identified a set of topological rules in 
order to filter the LMs [30].  

Two types of topological filtering rules are used: 
acceptation and rejection rules.

1. Acceptance Rules (AR):
A LM is accepted as Decisive Segmentation Points 
(DSP) if:
• Rule 1: It immediately follows an ascender or 

followed by a descender.  
• Rule 2: It is the last LM and is followed by an 

ascender or by a descender.  
• Rule 3: It comes on the left from a secondary part. 

But if it is the last one, it must be followed by an 
ascender or a by descender.

• Rule 4: It follows two rejected LMs. 
• Rule  5: It follows a loop.  
• Rule 6: It follows a turning point (cavity).

2. Rejection Rules (RR):
A LM is rejected if:
• Rule 7:  It cuts a loop.  
• Rule 8:  It is the first or second in a sequence of 

three LMs.  
• Rule 9:  It is the last LM and is not followed by any 

ascender or a descender.

The application of this topological analysis results in a 
list of Decisive Segmentation Points (DSP). The LMs 
non accepted and non rejected are classified as 
Ambiguous Segmentation Points (ASP). Figure 15
shows examples of the application of this procedure.

LM 1, 2 accepted (R1); LM 3, 4 accepted (R3); LM5 rejected (R7); 
LM6 accepted (R2); LM9 accepted (R4, R2); LM 7, 8 rejected 
(R8).

Figure 15. Topological filtering operation [30].

Letters are extracted by using a partial contour 
following [30] between the LMs identified as DSP and 
then reconstruct letters' bodies by a filling operation 
[27] as shown in Figure 16.

LM1
LM2LM3LM4

LM5LM6LM7LM8
LM9
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Figure 16. Characters’ outer contour extraction between successive 
DSPs [30].

First, Sari T. et al. [32] extract the lower outer 
contour of the sub-word between successive DSPs 
(DSP1 and DSP2 in Figure 16, then they extract the 
upper outer contour of the sub-word between 
successive DSPs at the other side of the sub-word 
image and opposite to the last ones (DSP'1 and DSP'2 
in the same figure). After extracting outer contours of 
each character, they add its secondary parts and loops 
(inner contours) if they occur. In order to reconstruct 
character bodies, a filling procedure is applied to the 
outer contour of each segment [27]. The algorithm was 
tested on a multi-writers database composed of 10670 
Arabic words without any particular constraints among 
them 8200 words are selected from the IFN/INIT 
database [28]. Texts were supposed non slanted. 85% 
of good segmentation was obtained and 9% of words 
were not correctly segmented [32]. Sari T. et al. didn't 
take account of overlappings between characters, 
which explains the higher rate of under-segmentations, 
i. e., of segments containing more than one letter. 
Over-segmentations occurred on words containing the 
SIN (س) or CHIN (ش) letters. The denture of these 
letters has been eliminated by the smoothing algorithm.

3.3 Segmentation by Stroke Thickness 
Analysis

Algorithms of this category utilize information on the 
thickness of the tracing of the word for segmentation. 
This estimation is computed by two methods: vertical 
projections and contour following. 

The algorithm of Romeo-Pakker K. et al. [29] 
computes the thickness of all the line and takes it as a 
threshold for segmentation. After secondary part 
isolation, the image of each pseudo-word is examined 
from bottom to top by comparing the thickness with 
the segmentation threshold. In the case of interior 
contours presence (loops), the segmentation is not 
considered in these points. After identifying areas of 
smaller thickness they are colored and the other remain 
unchanged as shown in Figure 17. The thickness of 
extensions of letters ending words is also lower than 
the threshold, that is why, authors operate a correction 
to identify letters' ends of which the distance from the 
beginning of words is large enough.

The black areas represent letters' bodies. The tests 
were done on a database of 1383 words, 5287 
characters, written by five different writers. Results 

were: 93.5% of good segmentations, 2% of characters 
non segmented and 4.5% segmented unnecessarily. No 
recognition method has been proposed.

Figure 17. Character segmentation, a) Before correction, b) After 
correction [29].

3.4 Segmentation Algorithm Based 
Singularities and Regulariti es [25]

Mottawa et al. [25] adapted the Simon' algorithm [33] 
for Arabic handwriting segmentation. First, a pre-
processing stage is executed: binarization, text slant 
correction and then identification and extraction of 
pseudo-words and secondary parts. The segmentation 
algorithm is composed of four stages:

• Stage 1: A filtering operation is applied to word 
image using some successive morphological 
operations (closing and opening). The goal of this 
stage is to reduce the noise and to eliminate small 
isolated segments.

• Stage 2: Identification of singularities by opening as 
shown in Figure 18.  

• Stage 3: Identification of regularities by eliminating 
singularities from the original image as shown in 
Figure 18. Regularities contain the possible 
segmentation points.

• Stage 4: Regularities are classified as short or long 
regularities in relation to a width rate equal to the 
half of the maximal width of all processed words in 
the database. Next, the regularities nearest to the 
baseline are examined from left to right searching 
for possible segmentation points based on the 
following rules:

1. In each short regularity Motawa et al. [25] place 
a segmentation point in the area of smaller 
density of black pixels. If the width of the 
regularity is uniform, the segmentation point is 
the rightmost one. 

2. The pseudo-words having no regularities are not 
segmented and are considered as fully-fledged 
segments.

3. If a pseudo-word has several regularities among 
which at least one is long, then place two 
segmentation points in each long regularity and a 
segmentation point in each short regularity.

4. Too much shorter regularities to the predefined 
width-rate are supposed not containing 
segmentation points and are rejected as shown in 
Figure 19.

Outer contours of the character ‘KEF’ 
at the right and of the ‘TA’ at the left.DSP1DSP2

DSP'1DSP'2

a b
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The algorithm was tested on a multi-writers database 
of a few hundreds of words without any constraints 
and the result was 81.88% of good segmentations [25]. 
In this work Motawa et al. didn't present the 
recognition algorithm, it is indicated that an HMM 
module was in prevision. We didn't find any 
continuing work.

Figure 18. (a) Extraction of singularities (b) and regularities (c) 
from the original image (a) [25].

Figure 19. Example a word segmented by Motawa et al. algorithm 
[25].

4. Discussion
A direct comparison between developed segmentation 
algorithms is not possible because they are not all 
tested on the same database of words; and most of 
them didn't provide the results of the segmentation 
module. All researchers in the field of Arabic 
handwriting segmentation agree on the principle of 
isolating the diacritics from word bodies to operate 
then a segmentation of words in pseudo-words. The 
pseudo-word segmentation in characters cannot be 
done without the support of the recognition. The 
segmentation and the recognition are strongly bonded. 
The baseline of the writing is very rich in useful 
information for the segmentation and its extraction is 
very crucial. We propose that the baseline must be 
extracted from all the line and not from the word. 
Then, each word will be straightened according to this 
reference line [36]. The detection of feature points is 
insufficient and not always ascertained [22]; we 
propose to exploit information on word morphology 
(loops, descenders, ascenders,…).

5. Remaining Unsolved Problems 
5.1. The Overlappings 
We notice that the letters which can provoke vertical 
ligatures are (م، ج، ح ). Only those letters can admit 

letters above them. To remedy the problem of the 
separation of the superposed letters, we can proceed as 
follows:

If a round loop is detected, then search in the extracted 
segment the presence of another feature having one of 
the following types:

• A round or elongated loop: 

• An ascender: 

• A right or left curvature:

• Valleys: 

5.2. The Touching Characters
The case of words (or pseudo-words) with touching 
characters is rare as shown in Figure 20, nevertheless 
here is the idea that we propose to remedy this 
problem. The processing of such a problem passes 
through two stages:

1. The detection of touching characters.
2. The character separation without loss of information 

(without important modification of the origin 
image).

Figure 20. Some touching characters: a) inter-pseudo-word and b) 
inter-word.

5.2.1. Detecting Touching Characters

Touches inter-pseudo-words form loops inevitably. 
Therefore, the procedure of detection releases every 
time a loop is encountered. Each extracted segment 
having a loop will be validated only if it respects some 
morphological rules. In Arabic alphabet, characters 
having loops possesses also only one of the following 
combinations of morphological features:

• An ascender:   ط
• An ascender and a diacritic: ظ
• A descender and a diacritic: ض
• A descender and two diacritics:  ق
• A descender:ص ، و 
• One or two up diacritics: Cف ، ة ، ـ
• None of the above features: n ، oهـ ، ـ

a) b)
*

b) c)

a)

a) Regularities
b) Segmentation points

  a
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All other situations are incorrect. In the example of 
Figure 20-a, the surrounded segment contains an 
ascender, two loops and a descender. No Arabic letter 
has these features and therefore the segmentation point 
(indicated by * in the Figure 20-a) that has been 
rejected (Rule7) must be retained as DSP.  

Inter-words contacts are provoked by the bringing 
together to two ascenders or two descenders, what 
results by segments containing two descenders or two 
ascenders. Non-existent case in the Arabic language 
excepting the LAM-ALIF ligature. Now if a given 
segment contains a loop and two ascenders, it is very 
probable that it is the LAM-ALIF ligature that is 
impossible to segment. Otherwise it is a ligature that 
should be segmented. A rarer case is the one of the 
Figure 20-b, where the touching point between pseudo-
words (or words) joined a descender and another 
character.

5.2.2. Separating Touching Characters

For the first case, contacts inter-pseudo-words, we 
proceed according to the remark that this type of 
contacts comes on the left of the resulting loop. 
Therefore the solution consists in searching for the 
leftmost point and in top of the loop from the interior 
contour, and to suppress the pixels from this point by 
taking the direction toward the nearest point of the 
outside contour and of which the angle of the tracing is 
smallest as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Separation of contacts of inter-pseudo-words.

For the second case the cut is done in the direction 
of the contour following. We start the following of the 
lower contour from the leftmost and the highmost point 
in the extracted segment as shown in Figure 22. The 
cutting zone is generally located on tracing's curvature 
changing (TCP: branching point or intersection point 
of Figure 2). The direction of cutting can be done in 
the direction of the contour point the more closer to the 
PCC with the smallest angle.

Figure 22. a) contacts between descenders, b) contacts between 
ascenders. Thick arrows designate starting points of contour 
following.

6. Conclusion
We presented in this paper a review of certain 
segmentation algorithms of off-line Arabic 
handwriting that we judge representative of the 
evolution of solutions to this even open problem. We 
think that the fact to reach a 90% of good 
segmentations on unconstrained handwriting, the 
problem of print and typed Arabic would be solved. 
Arabic Handwriting segmentation could not be 
achieved without the support of the recognition. The 
different solutions developed by several researchers
prove the necessity to integrate global knowledge of 
words' morphology into the validation segmentation 
candidates. The hybrid global-analytical approach 
seems capable to solve this problem. The segmentation 
is only a stage and no a goal, the objective is the 
recognition without constraints of lexicon. An obstacle 
remained to overcome that is the lack of handwritten 
text databases [7] accessible to researchers in this field. 
These databases will be used as standards for tests and 
comparison between proposed solutions. Another way 
of research that seems very promising is integrating 
linguistic knowledge [31] very early into the 
recognition process and to delay decision making. 
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